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A graph G is I-degenerate if 6(H)s I for all subgraphs M of G. A graph is said to be 
ck, /)-unique if V(G) has exactly one partition into k subsets V,, . . . , V, such that each subset 
spans an I-degenerate graph. Extending a long sequence of ,*esults about graphs with high girth 
and high chromatic number, Bollobfis and Thomason [4] proved the existence of (k, I)-unique 
graphs with arbitrarily large girth. This result is further strengthened here, where lower bounds 
are obtained on the vertex connectivity, edge connectivity and minimal degree of a (k, I)-unique 
gra.ph and then examples of such graphs are displayed attaining these bounds and at the same 
time having large girth. Similar results are obtained for (k, I)-critical graphs and critically 
(k, Z)-urlique graphs. 
The most. obvious example which springs to mind of a graph with chromatic 
number k is a complete k -partite graph. Such graphs also have the property of 
being uniquely k-colourable, that is to say, there is only one colouring with k 
~010urs. These graphs havk: a number of what we might call ‘rigidity’ properties, 
such as low girth, high ninimal degree andl high connectivity. It is not at all 
straightforward to display &chromatic graphs without these properties. As is well 
known, Erdijs [6] established the existence of k-chromatic graphs of high girth by 
probabilistic means some twenty years ago, but it was only lately that Bollob&s 
and Sauer [3] showed the c xistence of uniquely k-colourable graphs of large girth. 
In recent years the concept of I-degenerate graphs has been introduced to 
extend the idea of colourir-,g. A graph G is l-degenerate if maxHCG 6( 
that a 0-,degenerate graph is an independent set of vertices and a l-degenerate 
graph is a forest. A (k, l)qmrtition {G,, . . . , Gk} of G is a partition of G into k 
disjoint l-degenerate subgzaphs G1, . . . , Gk whose union spans G. The parameter 
x,(G) is the smallest k for which G has a (k, I)-partit ion. Thus x,(G) = x(G) and 
x1(G) is the poin& arbo,*icity of G. ring results extend to cover 
7~. I)-partitions, the most ;lotable extensl 
rooks’ theorem [9], steting that in all but a few special cases, w 
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(k, /)-unique graph I_, = Lk,I has a unique (k, &partition, and a criticdy (k, I)- 
unique graph h4 == A![,,, is (k, I)-wique but - u is not (k, l)-unique for any 
vertex u of Ad. Nl oxher notation is that of BollobAs [I]. 
It was shown in [4.] that there graphs of high girth with a unique partition 
into k subgrapbs with property for various properties P, among them the 
property of being I-degenerate. us (k, l)-unique graphs of arbitrarily high girth 
exist, extending the work of [3 nd [6] mentioned earlier. These (k, l)-unique 
graphs were ctzii ;lehigh 11y ‘rigid’ though in the sense of having large connectivity and 
minimal degree. ON* object in this paper is to considerably strengthen the results 
of [4] by showing that as well as high girth we may also demand low minimal 
degree and low connectivity. More specifically, we find lower bounds for the 
connectivity K, edge connectivity A and minimal degree 6 for each of the thre? 
types of graphs J., lJ and A4 mentioned above. We then construct graphs of these 
t’ypes which simu’ltz~neously have high girth and attain the giverl Ilwtier bounds for 
H, A and S. (We i escribe our constructions only for I> 1. The construction of 
(k, /)-unique graphs1 readily extends to the case I = 0 but the construction of 
(k, I)-critical and critically (k, [)-unique graphs does not. This is because the 
constructions make use of large vertex (2, Q-critical graphs, which exist only if 
62 1.) 
We begin with th,e lower bounds on K, A and 8. Proofs are given of the bounds 
on A. The proofs of the bounds on K are omitred, being trivial and well known in 
1 he case I = 0. (The difference in the case I = 1 arise from the fact that a 
12, &critical graph may have connectivity 1 if 1# 1, but a (2, Q-critical graph, viz. 
,A cycle, has connectiirity 2.) To prove the bounds on 6 is equally easy, bearing in 
mind that if we take an l-degenerate graph and add a new vertex to it by at most I 
ledges, the resulr is another l-degenerate graph. 
Sonit: cases of rrhzNeins 1 to 3 can be found in Chartrand and Kronk [5], 
Krnnk and Mitchem [7], Lick and White [8] and SimGes-Pereira [lo]. 
Let _ be u (k, I)-cuiticd graph. Then 
(i) K(J); 1, artd K(J)32 if 1= 1; 
(ii) A(J)>k-1 and A(Jja2k-2 $I=l; and 
(iii) 6(J)a(k--l)(l+P). 
Let Al=1 for I$1 and Al = 2. We must shtjw that A(.l)s(k - l)A[. This is 
A(J) e!;iges eparating J into c:ornponents G and Ii. Then C 
ave (k - 1, 2)-partitions {G,, . . . , Gk _J aald { , , . . . , Hk _ 1} respectively. 
) induces an l-degenerate subgrr 
‘zlarriage is a permutation i(l), j(2), . . . , j(k - 1) of 1,2, . . . , k - 1 su 
ere are sets 
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Gi U Hj spans at least A[ edges of S, SO 
To prove (iii), let u E V(J) and let {G,, . . . , Gk-l} be a (k - 1, &partition o 
J - o. Now V(G,) U {u) does not span an I-degenerate graph for any i (since 
x1(J) a k) so v send at least I + 1 edges to Gia Hence v has degree at least 
(k- 1)(1+ 1). q 
. Let L be a (k, &unique graph. Then 
(i) K(L)ak-1; 
(ii) A(L)amin{(k- l)(E+ lJ, (f)}, and A(L)>2k -2 if I = 1; and 
(iii) S(L) 3 (k - 1)(1+ -1). 
. Let S bc, a set of A(L) edges separating L into components A and B, and 
suppose that ISl<(k-1)(1+1). Let {L,,. . . , Lk} be the (k, Q-partition of L, with 
Ai = A n L;, Bi = B fI &, the Li’S being numt.ered SO that 1 Ai) = 0, i s a, IAil $0, 
i > a, lBil # 0, j s k - b, lii3iI = 0, j > k - b, for some integers a and b. Now for each 
part Li and vertex vq! b, there are at least 1 -I- 1 edges between v and Li, or else 
{v} U & is L-degenerate. If v C: A and i G a, these edges must all lie in S, and 
similarly if VEB and i>k-b. Hence ISl>lAla(t+l) and ISlalBI b(l+l). IBut 
IAlNe-a and IBlak-b. Since ISl<(k-1)(1+1) we have a=b=O; that is, Ai 
anld Bi are non-empty, 1 < i < k. But now for each pair i and j, 1 s i, j =s k, there 
must be at least A1 edges of S either between Ai and Bj or between Aj or Bi, for 
otherwise (L1,-..,AiUBj,...,AjUBi,..., &} is a new partition of L. Thus 
A(L) = ISI 2 #A,, as required. 
The bound on 8(L) is obtained by noting that if (L,, . . . , Lk} is the (k, l)- 
partition of L, and v E V(I,), then v sends at least I + 1 edges to Lj (if i) because 
Lj U {v} is not I-degenerate. [l 
Let M be a critica Ily (k, &unique graph. Then 
(ii) ;\(M)amin{k(l+ l), ($)> and A(M)amin{2k, k(k- 1)) i[ 1= 1; al1.d 
(iii) S(M) 2 k(l+ 1). 
) be the (k, Q-partition of 
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k(/+ 1). lf la =. 1, then IA\ = k-1; but then 
Consequently u = b = 0, and so ISI >($)A, as bzfore. 0 
We now proceed to our construction of graphs J, L and of large girth 
attaining the lower bounds of Theorems 1 to 3. Although the full details of the 
constructions will be given, the proofs that the constructed graphs have the 
required properties will be condensed and in some cases omitted, since such 
proofs, though rjtraightforward, would occupy a disproportionate amount of space. 
lt is approoriate then to devote a line or two to describing the underlying ideas of 
the construction, to enable the reader who so wishes to complete the proofs 
without difficulty. 
The first step is to construct a collection of l-degenerate graphs of large girth, 
Ia 2, with the property that any pair of t m may be joined by a single edge to 
form a vertex (2, &critical graph. (If I = 1 Iwe take our graphs to be paths, and 
add two edges to form a cycle from two paths.) Now let Ai, Bi, 1 =Z i, Jo k, be 
members of %? (or the disjoint union of msmbers of X). A theorem from [4] tells 
us that there are graphs A and B of large girth whose only ck, I)-partitions are 
{A,, . . . , Ak} :::,nd (B,, . . . , Bk} respectively. Suppose now that G is a graph 
flormed from A and B with a few edges afdded between A and B. If {G,, . . . , Gk} 
is a (k, I)-pzrtition of G, then this partition restricted to A must be (A,, . . . , Ak}, 
and restricted. to B it must be {B,, . . . , I&). Hence the possibilities for 
(G,, - . . , Gk} ;rre limited by the WSYS we may choose Ai and Bj SO that Ai, Bj and 
the extra edge3 between still form an Z-degfenerate graph. We may add edges for 
instance: SO that Ri and Bj span a vertex (2, I)-critical graph if i # j, so the only 
choice for {G,, . . . ? Gk’} is {A, U Bl, . . . , Ak U B,). Of course, removing a vertex u 
,from Ai or Bj renders Ai U Bj I-degenerate, and now there are several choices of 
(k, Ej-partitions of G ‘- U. This means that G is critically (k, &unique. The 
co ction of (k, I)-critical graphs follows a similar pattern. 
e next lemma supplies us with the class %’ of graphs described in the previous 
paragraph. The secoml condition of the lemma concerns the number of edges 
) of a graph hi and its maximal degree .A(H P. This condition will be needed 
or the application later of the theorem from [4). 
iven 132 a~ad g1s7 _.) ttlere are conskwts q and n( I, g), and a class abe of 
graphs with the folEowirag properties: 
Ci) if n 2 n( 1, g) the l fle is a graph in % of order n; 
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BY eorem 1 of [4] there is an I-degenerate graph R of order r with 
&r--p), A(R)<61 and g(R)sg, where p is a constant. Because R is 
l-degenerate we may order the vertices of R as x1,. . . ,3~, such that if T= ‘F(t) is 
subgraph of R induced by {x1,. . . , r), t s r, then S(T) = &-(X&G 1. Gnce 
)a l(r - p) there is some constant q such that S(T) = 1 for all except q v;tlues 
&(x) 3 1 for all vertices x with at most q exceptions. 
with r 3 ql + q + 1; thus there is an integer s satisfying 
2r-q=Q(l-l)sr+ql+l. 
Let S be a cycle of length s. Now V/r:R) contains a set X, with IX!= q, suck that 
d&) 3 1 if v E V(R) - X. Consider a function f on V(R) satisfying f(v) = 
max{l,l+l-d,(v)} for VEX, lsf(v)s2 if u$X, and f(y)=2 for some ‘2$X. 
Since qs:&&)Qq(l+l) we can choose J’so that ~,,vcR,f(v;~=~(l-l). and 
SO there is a bipartite mu:Ggraph B with vertex classes V(S) and V(R) SUCh that 
d,(u) = I- 1 if v E V(S) and d,(v) =f(v) if u E V(R). Hence in %he multigraph 
F = S U B U R every vertex of R is joined to at least one vertex of S, y is joined 
to two vertices of S, dF(v) = I+ 1 for each v E ‘i/(S) and A(F) =S 61+ 2 < 71. If F’ has 
multiple edges we reckou g(F) = 2. 
Let z*- - Z’*(r, s) be the set of all rrnltigraphs formed from S U R by adding a 
set E’ of s(l- I) edges between S and R, and with the same degree sequence as ,F. 
We wish to show that maxHEx* g(H) 3 g. Suppose maxHEze’ g(H) = t < g, and let 
H* ES* have fewest distinct (not necessarily disjoint) t-cqrcles. Then there are 
vertices a E: V(R), b E V(S), ab E E and a t-cycle containing ab. The number of 
vertices w E N* whose distance d( w, a) from a is at most t is at most 
A+A(A-l)+...+A(A-l)‘-‘CA”, 
where A = 71. Thus we may choose c E V(R) with d(a, c)> t+ 1 (assuming! r iq 
large enough), and so d(b, c) 2 t. Choose d E V(S) with cd c E. en d(a, fa)at., 
and so d(b,d)st-1. Let 
H**=H*-ab-cd+ad+bc. 
‘I’hen N** E 3t!?” has fewer t-cycles than N* and g(H”*) 3 t. This contradicts, our 
choice of H*, so t 2 g. 
*) 2 g). If El’ E Z&Y’, choose a vertex y E V(R) of 
t one other vertex of S. 
ce every vertex of 
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V(H,)c V(G*); hence G*’ = 6. 
Thus G* is vertex (2, &critical as require 
We are at Xast in a position to state and prove our main resuhs, namely 
Theorems 4 to 6. We shaIJ need the following result. 
Gk be I-degenerate graphs satisfying n c jGll s l l 9 s 
A(Gi)s71 and g(Gi)S g. Let LJi be a set of vertices of 
where C' is some constant, such that if Ui, iii E r/i, then &( 4, i&) 2 
g-2; ler U= UF=l Uis Then if n 2 nO(k, l, g, C, c') there is a graph G = G(Gi, k ; LJ) 
with the following properties: 
(i) G has a unrique (k, &partition, namely {G,, . . . , Gk}; and 
(ii) gig and d&u, ii)ag-2 if u, i& U. 
This proposition is basically Theorem 2 of [4], where the property P of that 
theorem is the property of being l-degenerate. The only real difference is the 
requirement that & (u, C) > g - 2, but the proof of the theorem given in [4] can be 
easily modified to incorporate this, and we give no details here. 
. lf z 3 n(k, g) there is a (k, 1)-critical graph &I of order n with 
~Lf)=2, A(.I)=2k-2, 6<J)=2k--2 and g(J)Sg. If 132 and nan(k, 1,g) there 
is a (k, I)-critical graph .l k,[ Of OTdeV yt with K(J) = 1, h(J) = k- 1, 6(J) = 
(k - l)(Z+ 1) and g(J)> g. 
We describe the constructions of vertex (k, [)-critical graphs JFl with the 
described properties, and it is then easy to see that JE,! must contain a’ subgraph 
.&,[ with the desired properties. We also give a proof that J& is vertex (k, I)- 
critical for I a 2; this should give the flavour of the proof for 1 = 1 and also of the 
proofs of Theorems 5 and 6, which will be omitted. 
L,et PI, . . . , &-I be paths. Let ai and bi he ttie end vertices of Pi and choose Ci 
and1 di in V(P,) with d(x, y) 2 g - 2 for X, y E (4, i!!i, Ci, 4). Let V = 
lJk:l; (a,, bi, ci, 4). Let G be the graph G( 9 k - 1; V) given by the Proposition 
anti let G be formed from pi, 1 s i s k - ‘“I similariy. Form .I’& from 
(u, U} by adding the edges ual, I.&, uq, u6i, ubi, 
1, IJC~ an+ Udi, 2Gd-1. 
132. Take graphs HI, _. . , Hk_&t’ 
k-l; V) where 
Let be the set 
ubi, 2<i&-I and 
(see Lemma) and 
L). Choose graphs 
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Hk-, (+---/-;~ y----D ‘,-, -x(Gk-,) 
G z 
Fig. 1. A (k, l)-critical graph. 
of G and 6 respectively. We may suppose that w E JT, HI = G My and 
RI -x(@) = e MT. Then JT is the subgraph of J* spanned by HI, fi, - x(fi,) 
and w. But A, -x(1&) U(w) s s a graph isomorphic to I&, and so .TT is 
isomorphic to HI U I?, -t x(H,)x &, a contradiction. Thus x&J*) > k. 
Now let II E V(.J*). Then either 
(i) o E V(Hi), when 
{H, U KI, -X(11,), . . .,Hi-V+WU~i-X(~i),...,~~_~U~~.-~-X(~~-~)} 
is a (k - 1, 2)-partition IDf J* - II, 
(ii) u E V(iT,), when 
1u&-x(R,),. . m 7 Hi + W ‘J Ri *-x(R~)- V, s l e 3 E?k__t U G’k-1 -X(Z?k-,>] 
i; a (k - 1, I)-partition of J* - u, CY- 
(iii) 21 = w, when 
(H, u fi, -Xi&), . . . , I-&_, u E&(-l - x(i$ -1)) 
is a (k - 1, I)-p<qrtition of J* - U. 
Thus for any vertex v of J”, x*(J* -- u) 6 * is vertex (k, [)-critical. Cl 
If n 3 n(k, g) there is a (k, ~)-~~i~~4~ 
min((k - l)(l+ I), ($)}, 6(L) = (k - I)(; 
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identifying y, with x:, 1 C i S k - 1, an 
vy,, ISiSk-I. 
p 3 vertex 2, wit edges uxi and 
For 12 2, select graphs . E St’ ud vertex (2, I)-critical graphs 
Gi, * l - 7 Gk _ 1 (also given by the Lemma). Select vertices yi E Gi of degree 1 + 1 
and let Yi be the set of vertices joined in Gi to yi. Let Y = U:-’ Yip and let 
V=YU{x(Hi)\ lsiskj. Let HF= U(Gi-yi:i, leisk--1, and 
Form G = G(H”, k; V). Let 5; = G( ; v), where 6 is a member of 
is the union of fi:, . . . , l?i-‘, with E&Z %‘. Then Lk,[ is constructed fro; 
G U C U(U) by joining X(Hi) to X( 3 i + 1, and by joining II to every 
vertex in the set Y. (See Fig. 2.) U 
For n 2 n(k, g) there is a critically (k, I)-unique graph Mk,l of order n 
with K(M): k-l, h(M)=min(2k, k(k-1)}, 8(M)=2k and g( >g. For 132 
and n 2 n( k, I, g) there is a critically (k, l)-unique graph Mk.l of order ?z with 
K(M) = k - 1, A(M) = min{k(l+ l), (E)}, 6(M) = k(l+ 1) and g(M) 2 g. 
. Let is,,.. . , &__ I be paths with endvertices xi and yip 1 c i s k - 1. and let 
the midpoint of PI be Z; let Z1 be the set of vertices adjacent to Z in PI. Let 
S . . . , Sk be paths who’se set of endvertices is 2”; let 2 = Z1 U Z*. Let dil = 
P:‘-2, qrtld Gi=PiUSi, 2sisk. t the midpoint of Si be Wi, and define 
V=ZU{x,,yi,wiIl~i:gIk}. Then rm G=G(Gi,k;V). Let Ql,..*,Qk_l be 
paths with endvertices ai and 6,. Let R{ be a path with endvertices ci and &, 
l+G-12; 2=3<k. LRI~ the midpoint of k-’ be ti, and let U be the set of 
vertices adjacent to ti in Rk-l. We define 1=Q1 and for 2sisk-1, 
i-l k-l 
Hi = Qi U U I?{, Hk= [J Ri+i). 
j=l j=l 
5et W=UU{~,bi9ci,d~j lsjsi-l,l<is*k}, and form 
Define M by adding to G U H U{v, w} the following edges: 
lsjsk-1, ua-3, ub,, l*<i<k- I, 21u for each u E U and wz for each t E 2. Then 
M contains a critically 1)-uni. ;~e graph I@. To form Mk.l take two disjoint 
and ** of and identify w” with w”“, 2~ i s k. 
To construct Mk,& l s ‘2, le; A, 9 . . . , A be ;:raphs in X. Let Bi, 2 s i s 
vertex 62, l)-critical graph given by the mmit, and let h be a vertex o 
adjacent to 4 be Ui* Choose u1 E V 
=AiUBi-h, 2sisk. 
; %‘). Let Ci be a meml 
be (2, &-critical graphs given by the 
iFC?r-1) and form G= 
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Now form 
lJ;:r’ e;- y_ 
Define H = G(H,, k; W). Then M k,L is const :ucted from G U H U {u, w} by 
adding the edges X(Aj)X(Ci), i + 1 s i s k, 1 si s r~ - 1, joining u to each vertex in 
U and joining w to each vertex in Wi, 3 6 i s k. (See Fig. 3.) Cl 
Dl 
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